The existence of the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II for a pair of functions forming a Nikishin system is proved using the scalar equilibrium problem posed on the two-sheeted Riemann surface.
1. Introduction and statement of the problem 1.1. The present paper continues the studies initiated by the second author in [28] and [33] . In these papers, a new scalar approach to the problem on the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials for a pair of functions forming a Nikishin system was proposed and shown to be equivalent to the traditional vector approach (see [33] , Theorem 1). We recall that the traditional approach to this problem is based on the solution of a vector equilibrium problem in potential theory with a 2 × 2-matrix (known as the Nikishin matrix); see, first of all, [21] , [22] , [9] , and [10] , and also [1] , [4] , [17] , and [18] , and the references given therein. The vector equilibrium problem is known to have a unique solution given by vector measure λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 ). Moreover, the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I exists and coincides with the measure λ 2 , while for Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II the limit distribution Date: 19.09.2019. The research of the second author was carried out with partial financial support of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (grant no. 18-01-00764).
of the zeros coincides with the measure λ 1 . The alternative approach of [28] is that the equilibrium problem should be considered not on the Riemann sphere C, but rather on some two-sheeted Riemann surface. As a result, the equilibrium problem becomes scalar, which leads to the appearance of another scalar equilibrium measure λ, whose support now lies on the Riemann surface. In [28] it was shown that the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I coincides with the measure λ = π 2 (λ), where π 2 is the canonical projection (a two-sheeted covering) of the Riemann surface under consideration to the Riemann sphere. In the present paper, the scalar equilibrium measure λ is used to characterize the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II for the same pair of functions f 1 and f 2 as in the papers [28] and [33] (see Section 1.2 below). As was already pointed out, on an example of two Markov functions f 1 and f 2 considered here (see formula (1.1) below) it was shown in [33] that these two approaches (the vector and scalar ones) are equivalent. The result on the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II (Theorem 2 below), which is obtained here in terms of the equilibrium measure λ, was proved earlier by E. M. Nikishin [21] in a much more general setting using the traditional vector approach.
The idea of employing the potential theory on a Riemann surface for solving the problem on the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of multivalued analytic functions is generally not new. This approach was proposed earlier by H. Stahl in his two papers [26] and [27] . However, Stahl's approach has not been further developed. The approach proposed by the second author in [28] is different from that of Stahl. In particular, as distinct from the second author's papers [28] and [29] , Stahl [26] , [27] has never considered any extremal problem in potential theory or any equilibrium problem, even though he used potentials on a compact Riemann surface. Nevertheless, it turned out that for the pair of functions f 1 and f 2 , which is considered both in [28] and in the present paper, these two methods give the same answer in the study of the so-called weak asymptotics of Hermite-Padé polynomials of both type I and type II. A relation between the results obtained by the authors' and Stahl's methods (the "third approach" in Stahl's terms; see § 9 of [26] ) is discussed below in § 3.
So, the ultimate purpose of the present paper is to further develop and apply the new scalar approach in the study of extremal and equilibrium problems that appear naturally when dealing with the limit behavior of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials.
1.2. As in [28] (see also [33] ), we set
where E := [−1, 1] and we choose the branch of the function ( · ) 1/2 such that (z 2 − 1) 1/2 /z → 1 as z → ∞; for x ∈ (−1, 1) by √ 1 − x 2 we mean the positive square root: √ a 2 = a for a 0. Here 1 and everywhere in § § 1 and 2 it is assumed that in (1.1) h = σ is a Markov function supported in a regular compact set 1 In § 3, when discussing the relation between our and Stahl's results, we shall extend the class of function h; see also [24] , [29] , [32] .
where σ is a positive Borel measure with support S(σ) in F and such that S(σ) = F and σ (t) := dσ/dt > 0 almost everywhere (a.e.) on F (see [28] , [9] , [10] ). These conventions and notation will be kept throughout the paper. Moreover, we shall assume that the compact set F consists of a finite number of closed intervals, F = p j=1 F j , and the convex hull F of F has no common points with the closed interval E, F ∩ E = ∅. For definiteness, we shall assume that the compact set F lies on the real line to the right of E.
Since f 1 can be written as
where ∆f j (x) is the difference of the limit values (the jump) of the function f j , j = 1, 2, in the upper and lower half-planes, respectively. It follows that the pair of functions (f 1 , f 2 ) forms a Nikishin system (for more on such systems, see [21] , [22] , and also [2] , [4] , [18] , and the references given therein). Note that in the paper [31] an example of a multivalued analytic function f is given such that the pair of functions f, f 2 forms a Nikishin system (under a minimal extension of the definition of a Nikishin system compared to the classical one). There exist classes 2 of multivalued analytic functions f such that the pair of functions f, f 2 can be naturally considered as a complex Nikishin system (see [24] , [20] , [29] ). In connection with the new approach of [30] to the problem of efficient continuation of a given germ of a multivalued analytic function, this fact seems to be one of the main motivations for the study of equilibrium problems associated with complex Nikishin systems. Moreover, there are other applications of Hermite-Padé polynomials to the study of actual problems from various fields of theoretical and applied mathematics; see, for example, [19] , [34] , [16] and the references found there. It is the field of Nikishin systems which has received most attention in recent years. For example, much effort is now concentrated on the treatment of Hermite-Padé polynomials for Nikishin systems on star-like sets (see [17] , [14] , [15] ). All this clearly shows the relevance of further development of the general theory of Hermite-Padé polynomials, and in the first instance, of Nikishin systems. Given an arbitrary n ∈ N, we let P n denote the set of all polynomials of degree n with complex coefficients; R n [ · ] is the set of all polynomials with real coefficients and of degree n with respect to the corresponding variable. For an arbitrary polynomial Q ∈ P * n := P n \ {0}, by χ(Q) we denote the counting measure of the zeros of the polynomial Q (counting multiplicities),
where δ ζ is the unit measure concentrated at a point ζ (the Dirac delta-function).
We now present some well-known facts about the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I and II for the pair of functions f 1 , f 2 forming a Nikishin system (see [22] , [9] , [10] , [35] , and also [18] , [4] , and the references quoted therein).
Given an arbitrary n ∈ N, by q 2n ∈ R 2n [z], q 2n ≡ 0 and p 2n,1 , p 2n,2 ∈ R 2n−1 [z] we denote the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II and index 3 n for a given pair of functions f 1 , f 2 . Namely, these polynomials are defined (not uniquely) from the following two relations:
(1.5)
Let M 1 (E) be the class of all unit (positive Borel) measures with supports in E; let M 1 (F ) be the analogous class of unit measures with supports in F . Next, let g F (z, ζ) be the Green function for the domain Ω := C \ F with logarithmic singularity at z = ζ, let
be the Green potential of the measure µ ∈ M 1 (E), and let
be the logarithmic potential of the measure µ. It is well known (see Chap. 5 of [22] , and also [9] , [10] , [12] ) that there exists a unique measure
on E (the equilibrium relation). The measure λ E is known as the equilibrium measure with respect to the mixed Green-logarithmic potential 3U µ (x) + G µ F (x), w E is the corresponding equilibrium constant.
The following result is well known (see [21] , [22] , [9] , [10] , [1] ).
Theorem 1. Let f 1 , f 2 be the pair of functions defined in (1.1), where h(x) = σ(x), S(σ) = F and σ (t) = dσ/dt > 0 a.e. on F . Given an arbitrary n ∈ N, let q 2n be the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II defined by (1.4)-(1.5).
Then deg q 2n = 2n for each n, the polynomial q 2n is defined uniquely by the normalization q 2n (z) = z 2n + · · · , all the zeros of the polynomial q 2n are simple and lie in the interval (−1, 1), and moreover,
as n → ∞, where λ E ∈ M 1 (E) is the equilibrium measure for problem (1.8).
In (1.9) and in what follows, by the convergence " * −→" we mean the weak * convergence in the space of measures M 1 (E).
Note that the above result on the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II is a very particular case of a more general result proved in a more general setting than that considered in Theorem 1 (see, first of all [21] , [22] , Ch. 5, § 7, Theorem 7.1, and also [9] , [1] ). All these results have been obtained in the framework of the traditional vector approach to the problem on the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials, the foundations of which was laid by A. A. Gonchar and E. A. Rakhmanov in 1981 (see [7] ).
The purpose of the present paper is to prove, using the new approach proposed in the series of papers [28] , [33] and residing in the scalar equilibrium problem on a Riemann surface, that under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 there exists the limit distribution of the Hermite-Padé polynomials q 2n of type II without having recourse to the vector equilibrium problem, but rather employing directly the terms related to the scalar equilibrium problem.
1.3. We shall require the following notation and definitions from [28] .
Given
this is the inverse of the Joukowsky function (we recall that everywhere in the present paper we choose the branch of the function (·) 1/2 such that (z 2 −1) 1/2 /z → 1 as z → ∞). The function ϕ is single-valued meromorphic in the domain D.
We shall assume that a point z ∈ R 2 has the form z = (z, w). Let π 2 : R 2 → C be the two-sheeted covering of the Riemann sphere C (π 2 is the canonical projection): π 2 (z) = z. of the Riemann surface R 2 is identified with the "physical" domain D = C \ E on the Riemann sphere. We set g 2 (z) := − log |Φ(z)| = log |z − w|. From the above partition of the Riemann surface R 2 into sheets, we have Φ(z (0) ) = ϕ(z), Φ(z (1) ) = 1/ϕ(z). Hence g 2 (z (0) ) = − log |z| + O(1), g 2 (z (1) ) = log |z| + O(1), z → ∞, and g 2 (z (0) ) < g 2 (z (1) ). The above partition of the Riemann surface R 2 into sheets is a Nuttall partition (see [23] , § 3, [13] , Lemma 5). Moreover,
We set V (z) := − log |Φ(z)| = log |z − w| for z ∈ R 2 ; in what follows, the function V (z) will play the role of an external field 4 in the equilibrium problem considered here. Let F = F (1) ⊂ R 2 be the compact set lying on the first sheet R (1) 2 of the Riemann surface R 2 and such that π 2 (F) = F . By M 1 (F) we denote the space of all unit (positive Borel) measures with support in F. Following [28] and [33] , for an arbitrary measure µ ∈ M 1 (F), we introduce the function P µ (z) of a point z ∈ R 2 (the "potential" of the measure µ, see Remark 2 in [33] ),
More precisely, it will play the role of the potential of an external field; note that the function V (z) is harmonic near the compact set F. and consider the corresponding energy of the measure µ (cf. [5] and [6] )
with respect to the kernel
We also define the energy of the measure µ in an external field V ,
The following result 6 combines the principal results of the papers [28] and [33] .
Proposition 1 ((see [28] , Theorem 1; [33] , Theorem 1 and Remark 3)). In the
The measure λ is completely characterized by the following equilibrium condition 7 :
In the present paper we employ the scalar equilibrium problem (1.15) to prove the following Theorem 2. Let f 1 and f 2 be the functions defined by relations (1.1) and let q 2n , n ∈ N, be the monic Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II defined by the two relations (1.4)-(1.5). Then deg q 2n = 2n for all sufficiently large n, all the zeros of the polynomial q 2n lie in the interval (−1, 1), and moreover,
is the equilibrium measure for problem (1.15).
5 By (1.12), this set coincides with the set of all probability measures with support in F and having finite energy with respect to the logarithmic kernel − log |z − t|. 6 Note that here we have slightly changed the notation of [28] making it more appropriate to the scalar approach based on the use of an appropriate Riemann surface. This approach was proposed in [28] and is developed in the present paper. 7 Here the equilibrium relation on the compact set F is given in a slightly different form than in [28] . The fact that P λ (z) + V (z) ≡ w F everywhere on S(λ F ) follows from the equality S(λ F ) = F (see [33] ) and since F is regular.
The following corollary can be obtained from Lemma 2 (see § 4 below) and the fact that log |ϕ(z)
is the Green function for the domain D, τ E is the Chebyshev measure for the interval E, and γ E = log 2 is the Robin constant for E. Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2,
Indeed, representation (1.18) for the measure µ is obtained by applying the operator dd c to the right-hand side of (1.16) and using Lemma 2.
According to Theorem 1 of [33] , the right-hand side of (1.18) is equal to λ 1 = λ E (see Theorem 1 above). Thus, relation (1.17) is equivalent to (1.9).
Proof of Theorem 2
2.1. Let q 2n be the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II defined by (1.4)-(1.5). Let γ 1 be a closed contour separating the closed interval E from the compact set F and the point at infinity z = ∞. From (1.4) it follows that the following orthogonality relations hold:
Therefore, for any Chebyshev polynomial (of the first kind) T k (ζ) = ϕ k (ζ) + ϕ −k (ζ) = 2 k ζ k + · · · , k = 0, . . . , n − 1, we have
Therefore, we have the representation
here c j ∈ R, because q 2n is a real polynomial. Now an appeal to (1.5) shows that
where p ∈ P n−1 is an arbitrary polynomial. Using representation (2.4) for the polynomial q 2n , we have from (2.5)
Hence, using representation (1.1) for the function f 2 (x), we have, for any polynomial p ∈ P n−1 ,
Given z ∈ D, let
(2.8) be the functions of the second kind corresponding to the Chebyshev polynomials T n . It is well known that the Chebyshev polynomials T n (z) = 2 n z n + · · · satisfy the following recursion relation:
(2.9)
From (2.8) it follows that this relation is also satisfied by the functions of the second kind H n (but with different initial conditions:
From (2.10) it easily follows that relation (2.7) is equivalent to the relation
where γ 1 is an arbitrary contour separating the closed interval E from the point at infinity and the compact set F , besides, p ∈ P n−1 is a polynomial, and (see (1.2)),
By the second equality in (2.8),
and hence (2.11) can be transformed to read
where γ 2 is an arbitrary closed contour separating the compact set F from the closed interval E and the point at infinity. From the last relation we find that
for an arbitrary polynomial p ∈ P n−1 and some real numbers c j , j = n, . . . , 2n. Now, assume for definiteness that n = 2m − 1 is an odd number (the case of even n = 2m is dealt with similarly). From the recursion relation (2.9) it easily follows that
(cf. [14] , Proposition 2.12, Lemma 5.1, and [15] ), where the polynomials q n,1 , q n,2 lie in R m−1 [z] (we recall that n = 2m − 1). It is worth pointing out that in (2.13) and (2.14) the polynomials q n,1 and q n,2 are the same. So, relation (2.12) assumes the form
for an arbitrary polynomial p ∈ R n−1 [t]. Using (2.13), the equality ϕ (z)/ϕ(z) = 1/(z 2 − 1) 1/2 , and the well known fact that for the Chebyshev polynomials the corresponding functions of the second kind read as
where the constant κ n = 0, the orthogonality relation (2.15) assumes the form
2.2. We now introduce the function
and rewrite relation (2.17) in the form
or, equivalently,
The function g(z) is meromorphic on the Riemann surface R 2 defined above. Recall that in view of the above partition of the Riemann surface R 2 into sheets, we have Φ(z (0) ) = ϕ(z), Φ(z (1) ) = 1/ϕ(z). Since the polynomials q n,1 , q n,2 lie in P m−1 , the function g n (z) has a pole of order 0 m at the point z = ∞ (0) and has a pole of order 1 m − 1 at the point z = ∞ (1) . The function g n (z) has no other poles on the Riemann surface R 2 . From Abel's theorem it follows that the function g n (z) has 0 + 1 = 2 2m − 1 = n "free" (depending on n) zeros at some points b 1,n , . . . , b n, 2 on the Riemann surface R 2 .
Since the polynomials q n,1 and q n,2 are real, the integrand in the orthogonality relation (2.18) is real on F (1) . Since p ∈ P n−1 is an arbitrary polynomial, from (2.19) it follows that the integrand in (2.19) should have at least n sign changes on the compact set F (1) . Therefore, the function g n (z) should have at least n simple zeros on the compact set F (1) . As a result, 2 = n, 0 = m, 1 = m − 1, and all the zeros b n,1 , . . . , b n,n of the function g n (z) lie in the compact set F (1) . Consequently, the divisor (g n ) of the function g n (z) has the following form (cf. [28] , formula (3.15)):
(2.20)
Note that in [28] in relation (3.15 ), which has the form (2.20), it was assumed in general that some of the points a n,j can coincide with the point ∞ (0) or with the point ∞ (1) . In this case, in the representation like formula (3.15) of [28] , which is analogous to (2.20) , terms are canceled out. However, as was shown above, this is not the case for Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II considered here; i.e., we always have b n,j = ∞ (0) , ∞ (1) .
Since the function g n (z) is meromorphic on the Riemann surface R 2 and since the genus of the Riemann surface R 2 is zero, the function g n can be completely recovered from its divisor (of zeros and poles) up to a nontrivial multiplicative constant. Hence (cf. [28] , formula (3.16)), we have
Indeed, it can be easily seen that the divisor of the function on the right of (2.21) coincides with the divisor (2.20) of the function g n (z).
) n for Chebyshev polynomials, and hence from (2.14) we have q 2n (z) = g n (z (0) )Φ(z (0) ) n+m−1 + g n (z (1) )Φ(z (1) ) n+m−1 (2.22) for Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II. Now using the identity (see [11] , [28] )
employing the relation ϕ (z) = ϕ(z)/(z 2 − 1) 1/2 = −1/(Φ(z (1) )w(z (1) )), and taking into account the convention n = 2m − 1, we transform equality (2.21) to read [28] ). Therefore,
Now the orthogonality relation (2.18) assumes the form (cf. [28] , formula (3.21))
for an arbitrary polynomial p ∈ P n−1 , where all b n,j ∈ (c, d),
Relations (2.17) and (2.25) are quite similar to relations (3.16) and (3.21) from [28] , respectively. The only difference is that relation (3.21) from [28] gives a formula in which Q n,2 ∈ R n [ · ] (a Hermite-Padé polynomial of type I) is fixed, while a n,j are arbitrary points. The other way round, relation (2.25) involves an arbitrary polynomial p ∈ P n−1 , while all the points b n,j = b (1) n,j are fixed, because they correspond to the fixed Hermite-Padé polynomial of type II q 2n considered here. (Recall that for this polynomial the explicit representation (2.22) in terms of the function g n (z) is satisfied.) 2.3. We set (cf. [14] , Definition 2.11, [15] , Definition 2.3)
(2.26)
Exactly as in [28] , one can show that there exists the limit (as n → ∞) distribution of the zeros of the polynomials P n . Namely, the following result holds.
27)
where λ F = π 2 (λ F ) and the polynomials P n are defined by representation (2.26).
Proof. Lemma 1 is proved by the GRS-method (see [8] , [25] , [28] ). As usual, when applying the GRS-method 8 , we assume the contrary, i.e., 1 n χ(P n ) → λ = λ F (2.28)
as n → ∞. We shall arrive at a contradiction by using the orthogonality conditions (2.25) and assumption (2.28).
It is known that all the zeros of the polynomial P n lie in the closed interval F . Moreover, by the orthogonality conditions (2.25), each gap between the closed intervals F j contains at most one zero of the polynomial P n . The weak compactness of the space of measures M 1 ( F ), F = p j=1 F j , shows that 1 n χ(P n ) → µ = λ, n ∈ Λ, n → ∞, (2.29)
for some infinite subsequence Λ ⊂ N; besides, S(µ) ⊂ F , µ ∈ M 1 (F ), µ(1) = 1.
We claim that relation (2.29) and the orthogonality condition (2.25) contradict each other. Setting
). Therefore, there exist a point t 1 ∈ S(µ), t 1 = t 0 , and ε > 0 such that
Since the function V (z) is harmonic and the potential P µ (z) is lower semicontinious, the same inequality (2.31) also holds in some δ-neighborhood U δ (t 1 ) := (t 1 − δ, t 1 + δ) t 0 , δ > 0, of the point t 1 . We have t 1 ∈ S(µ), and hence µ(U δ (t 1 )) > 0. Therefore, for all sufficiently large n n 0 , n ∈ Λ, there exists a polynomial p n (z) = (z − ζ n,1 )(z − ζ n,2 ) such that ζ n,1 , ζ n,2 ∈ U δ (t 1 ) and p n divides the polynomial P n ; i.e., P n /p n ∈ P n−2 . We set
in representation (2.32); moreover, in what follows we assume that the points b n,j are labeled so that ζ n,1 = b n,n−1 and ζ n,2 = b n,n . If we put p = P n in the orthogonality conditions (2.25), then (2.25) assumes the form
We denote by I n,1 and I n,2 , respectively, the first and second integrals in (2.33), and define
.
(2.34) Since the integrand in I n,1 has constant sign for t ∈ F \ U δ (t 1 ), we have
35)
A similar analysis (see Lemma 7 of [8] ) with the use of standard machinery of the logarithmic potential theory shows that lim n→∞ n∈Λ
For completeness of presentation, we give here the proof of the limit relation (2.36) (cf. Lemma 7 in [8] ). Indeed, we have, as n → ∞,
uniformly with respect to t ∈ F . Therefore, as n → ∞
(2.38)
(2.39) as n → ∞. Hence we have the upper estimate lim n→∞ n∈Λ |I n,1 | 1/n e −m 0 .
Let us prove the corresponding lower estimate. The potential P µ (z) is weakly continuous, and hence, the function P µ (z) + V (z) is approximately continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the compact set F . Consequently, for any ε > 0, the set e = {t ∈ F : (P µ + V )(t) < m 0 + ε} has positive Lebesgue measure. From our assumptions we have
as n → ∞ with respect to the measure on F . So, the measure of the set On the other hand, for the second integral I n,2 we have the estimate
Now an analysis similar to that above shows that lim n→∞ n∈Λ |I n,2 | 1/n exp − min
But relations (2.36) and (2.42) contradict the equality I n,1 = −I n,2 , which follows from the orthogonality conditions (2.25). Lemma 1 is proved.
2.4.
To complete the proof of Theorem 2 and derive an explicit strong asymptotic formulas for the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II q 2n , we employ representation (2.22) for these polynomials: q 2n (z) = g n (z (0) )Φ(z (0) ) n+m−1 + g n (z (1) Φ(z (1) ) n+m−1 (we recall that n = 2m − 1 by the assumption). In view of this representation, the zeros of the polynomial q 2n (which total 2n) can be derived from the relation
or equivalently, by using (2.21) and (2.23),
(2.43)
Changing the variable to Φ(z) = ζ in (2.43), we get |ζ| > 1 for z ∈ R (0)
It is easily seen that the following facts are true: 1) for any ρ, 1 < ρ < min(1/|β n,j |), the variation in the argument of the function on the left of (2.44) along the circle of radius ρ is 4n;
2) ζ = η is a solution of equation ( ζ − β n,j 1 − β n,j ζ · ζ 3n < 1.
From the above facts 1)-5) it follows that equation (2.44) has precisely 4n roots (counting multiplicities) on the unit circle T := ∂D. Moreover, all the solutions of equation (2.44) have the form: ζ j,± = e ±θ j , j = 1, . . . , 2n, θ j ∈ (0, π). Consequently, the polynomial q 2n has precisely 2n zeros in the interval (−1, 1). Therefore, deg q 2n = 2n. Now, we have |Φ(z (1) )| < 1 < |Φ(z (0) )|, and hence from (2.22) and (2.23) we get q 2n (z) = g n (z (0) )Φ(z (0) ) n+m−1 1 + δ n (z) (2.45)
for z ∈ D as n → ∞, where δ n (z) reads as
and hence, δ n (z) as n → ∞ converges geometrically to zero uniformly (on compact subsets) inside the domain D = C \ E. Now using representation (2.24), we get from (2.45),
is the Green potential (with respect to the domain D) of the measure λ F ∈ M 1 (F ) (see Appendix, § 4, Lemma 2). A direct consequence of (2.46) and Lemma 2 is that the limit distribution of the zeros of the polynomials q 2n does exist, the equality
holding for the corresponding limit measure µ ∈ M 1 (E).
Relation to Stahl's results. Some concluding remarks
3.1. In this section, we shall use the notation ∆ := [−1 , 1] . It what follows it will be assumed that f 1 = f , f 2 = f 2 in definition (1.4)-(1.5) for Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II, where f ∈ Z (∆) (see (3.2) ). For an arbitrary n ∈ N, the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II associated with the collection of functions [1, f, f 2 ] are defined in a standard way from the relation
(3.1)
Following Stahl [27] (see also [3] , § 8.6) we shall use the following definitions and notation, which are adapted appropriately to those introduced above.
Let R be a Riemann surface and let π : R → C be the canonical projection. By this, the Riemann surface R is defined as a multisheeted covering of the Riemann sphere; in what follow, we shall assume that this covering is infinitely-sheeted. Thus, the set π −1 (z), z ∈ C \ Σ, consists of a finite number of points lying on the Riemann surface R "above" the point z. Here Σ ⊂ C is the finite (by the assumption) set of critical values of the projection π. So, for all points z ∈ C (except for the finite set Σ) the mapping π is locally biholomorphic. Since the covering π is infinitely-sheeted, it follows that the covering multiplicity condition (as imposed by Stahl in [27] ) is always satisfied. Consequently, we are thus able to compare the results obtained heuristically by Stahl in [27] with our results from [28] , [33] , and from the present paper. It what follows it will be assumed that ∞ / ∈ Σ. The functions
provide an illustrative example of multivalued analytic functions; here p 2, all A j ∈ C are pairwise distinct, |A j | > 1, α j ∈ C \ Q, j = 1, . . . , p, and α 1 + · · · + α p = 0, and, as before, we choose the branch of the function (·) 1/2 such that (z 2 − 1) 1/2 /z → 1 as z → ∞. Following [31] , [32] , we denote by Z (∆) the class of functions of the form (3.2) . (z, w) , where w = ±(z 2 − 1) 1/2 . This case corresponds to Padé polynomials, and to the parameter m = 1 in Stahl's notation of [27] .
It is clear that the Riemann surface of an arbitrary function f from the class Z (∆) satisfies all the properties mentioned above; in particular, ∞ / ∈ Σ. Using this class as an example, we shall compare our results with those of Stahl [27] . In particular, below we shall discuss some numerical examples of distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials for functions of the form (3.2).
By ∞ (0) we shall denote the point of the set π −1 (∞) ⊂ R at which the function f (which was initially defined by representation (3.2)) assumes the value 1. Following a common tradition, we shall identify this point with the point ∞ on the Riemann sphere C.
3.2. The existence of the limit distribution of the zeros of the Padé polynomials P n,j , j = 1, 2, for an arbitrary function f from the class Z (∆) is provided by Stahl's theorem. Moreover,
Following Stahl [27] , we set
For an arbitrary measure µ, S(µ) ⊂ C, following formula (3.1) of [27] , we define the spherically normalized 9 potential: p(µ; z) := log |H(z, x)| dµ(x).
(3.4) 9 Note that in [5] the spherical normalization of a potential is defined differently.
By D we denote the class of all domains D on the Riemann surface R = R(f ) of the function f ∈ Z (∆), D ⊂ R, such that ∞ (0) ∈ D and there exists the Green function g D (z, t) for the domain D (it is therefore assumed that the boundary ∂D of the domain D is a nonpolar set; see [5] , [6] ). In what follows, we assume that g D (z, t) ≡ 0 for z ∈ D for t ∈ R \ D. Now let ν be a signed measure on the Riemann surface R with finite total mass (see [5] ) and D ∈ D. We define the Green potential of the signed measure ν as follows (see [5] , [6] ):
(3.5)
Following [27] , given a point z ∈ R and a measure µ on C, we set p µ (z) := p(ν; π(z)), z ∈ R. 
In [27] it is noted that the case m = 1 corresponds to Padé polynomials, and hence this case is classical. Therefore, the first nontrivial case, which appears for m = 2, corresponds to Hermite-Padé polynomials of types I and II. Note that in [28] , for m = 3, new Hermite-Padé polynomials (intermediate between the Hermite-Padé polynomials of types I and II) were introduced. In the present paper, we are concerned only with the case m = 2, because we are dealing here only with a pair of functions, rather than with a triple of functions, as in [30] . That is, we discuss the features of the first nontrivial step (after the Padé polynomials) in the study of the asymptotic properties of Hermite-Padé polynomials. In this case, representation (3.7) for the function r(z) assumes the form
The function r(z) thus defined has the following properties:
(1) r(z) = 0 quasi everywhere on ∂D (we recall that the set ∂D is nonpolar);
The first Stahl result ( [27] , Theorem 3.2) in this direction is as follows.
Statement 1. Let f ∈ Z (∆). Then there exist a unique domain D 1 ∈ D and a unique measure ν 1 , S(ν 1 ) ⊂ C, such that the function r(z) = r(ν 1 , D 1 ; z) can be harmonically extended from the domain D 1 to some neighborhood of ∂D 1 .
The domain D 1 ∈ D and the measure ν 1 ∈ M 1 ( C) are called by Stahl the convergence domain of type I and the asymptotic distribution of type I, respectively (see [27] , Definition 3.3). Moreover, Stahl claims that the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I does exist and coincides with the measure ν 1 (see Theorem 4.3 in [27] ):
In the domain D 1 := π(D 1 ), the limit relation holds lim n→∞ |Q * n,j (z)| 1/n = e p(ν 1 ;z) , z ∈ π(D 1 ), j = 0, 1, 2, (3.11) where Q * n,j are the spherically normalized 10 polynomials (deg Q * n,j /n → 1) and the convergence in (3.11) is understood as the convergence in capacity on compact subsets of the domain π(D 1 ).
We now set
Hence (see [27] ) the set D 0 is a subdomain of D 1 . Since r(z) = 3 log |π(z)| + O(1) as z → ∞ (0) and since r(z) − log |π(z)| is a harmonic function in D 1 \ {∞ (0) }, we have ∞ (0) ∈ D 0 . The set π(D 0 ) is a domain on C such that ∞ (0) ∈ π(D 0 ) and the set C \ π(D 0 ) consists of a finite number of analytic arcs. Let ∂/∂n be the derivative with respect to the inner normal on ∂D 0 . We set
where ds z is the element of arc length corresponding to a point z ∈ ∂D 0 . Since the function r(z) (see (3.9)) has a logarithmic pole of order 3 at the point z = ∞ (0) and is harmonic in D 0 \ {∞ (0) }, it follows that µ 0 is a positive measure supported in ∂D 0 and µ 0 (∂D 0 ) = 3. We set
According to Stahl, the domain D 2 := π(D 0 ) and the measure ν 2 are called the convergence domain of type II and the asymptotic distribution of type II, respectively (see [27] , Definition 3.6). Another Stahl's result (see [27] , Theorem 4.5) is to the effect that the limit distribution of the zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II does exist and coincides with the measure ν 2 . Namely, the following result holds.
Statement 2.
Under the hypotheses of Statement 1,
Moreover, lim n→∞ |q * 2n (z)| n = e p(ν 2 ;z) , z ∈ π(D 0 ); (3.15) the convergence in (3.15) is understood as the convergence in capacity on compact subsets of the domain π(D 0 ), q * 2n is the spherically normalized Hermite-Padé polynomial of type II. From Stahl's point of view [27] , the domain D 0 is the zero 11 sheet of the Riemann surface R(f ), and the open set D 1 \ D 0 is its first sheet.
3.3. We now show that the above Stahl's results [27] , the results of [28] , [32] , [33] , and the results of the present paper compare favorably with each other.
As in [32] , we assume that in representation (3.2) the quantities A j and α j , j = 1, . . . , p, are chosen so that, for each j = 1, . . . , p, we have A j = A k for some k ∈ {1, . . . , p}, the corresponding exponents being equal: α j = α k ∈ R \ Q. It is clear that with these conditions on the parameters A j and α j the function f is still an infinite-valued function. Hence the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 2 hold (these results were announced in [32] ; see also [24] ). According to Theorem 2 of [32] , there exists a compact set F ⊂ R(f ) such that the component of the set R(f ) \ F which contains the point z = ∞ (0) is a two-sheeted domain over C, whose boundary coincides with the compact set F and consists of a finite number of analytic arcs. We denote this domain by G 1 , ∂G 1 = F.
Let, as before (see
The function u(z) thus defined has the following properties (see [32] , [33] ):
(1) u(z) ≡ 0 for z ∈ ∂G 0 = F;
(2) ∂u ∂n + (z) = ∂u ∂n − (z), z ∈ F \ e, #e < ∞, where ∂/∂n ± are the normal derivatives at a point z ∈ F taken from the both sides of F;
It follows that u(z) = −r(λ F , G 1 ; z) = −r(z), and hence λ π(F) = ν 1 and G 1 = D 1 . Let us now consider the set
According to § 2.1 of [33] and from the above properties of the function u(z) it follows that G 0 is a one-sheeted (with respect to the projection π) subdomain of the domain G 1 , containing the point z = ∞ (0) and whose boundary is π −1 (∆) ∩ G 1 . In other words, G 0 = {z = (z, (z 2 − 1) 1/2 ), z ∈ D = C \ ∆}. We have u(z) = −r(z), and so G 0 = D 0 . It now easily follows that the measure ν 2 , as introduced by Stahl [27] , coincides with the measure (1.18). So, the results obtained in [28] , [32] , [33] and in the present paper are quite in agreement with those obtained by Stahl in [27] .
3.4. Finally, we conclude by discussing in what direction a further development of the theory of Hermite-Padé polynomials associated with multivalued analytic functions is possible. Let us emphasize once again that Stahl's results of [27] are heuristic and require rigorous justification. Hence they should be considered as conjectures in the same way as those proposed by Nuttall in [23] .
The advantage of the scalar approach over the vector one can be visualized as follows. As in the case of Padé polynomials, here we prove the existence of a single extremal compact set (but which now lies on the Riemann surface); this can also be clearly seen from numerical results on evaluation of zeros of Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I and II for functions of the form (3.2) and for slightly more general functions. Of course, in Examples 1-3 that follow all α j in representation (3.2) are from Q. Example 1. In this example, p = 3, A 1 ∈ R, (3.2) . In Fig. 1 , the dark (blue, red, and black) points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomial of type I Q n,0 , Q n,1 and Q n,2 , which simulate the S-compact set F (or, more precisely, its projection π(F)). The arrangement of these points resembles the Chebotarev compact set of minimal capacity for three points (which is depicted after the change z → 1/z). The extremal property of our compact set F is related to the point z = ∞ (0) , which lies on the zero sheet of the Riemann surface R(f ). The zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomial of type II q 2n (light blue points) simulate the second S-compact set E. Since the initial data are symmetric about the real line, we have here π(E) = [−1, 1]. However, this is not so in the general case, as we shall see from Examples 2 and 3.
Example 2. In this example, f ∈ Z (∆) is such that p = 4 in representation (3.2), and besides, all the pairwise distinct points a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 lie in the upper half-plane. The parameters α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 are chosen so that the S-compact set F is a continuum (connecting these four points). In Fig. 2 , the dark (blue, red, and black) points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I Q n,0 , Q n,1 and Q n,2 , which simulate the compact set F (or, more precisely, its projection π(F)). As in the first example, the complement of F (which contains the point z = ∞ (0) ) is the Stahl domain D 1 on the Riemann surface R(f ). The compact set π(F) is an analogue of the classical Chebotarev continuum for 4 points. In addition to four branch points, it also contains two Chebotarev points at which the equilibrium measure λ F has zero density. The light blue points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II q 2n , which simulate the second Scompact set E. In our case, π(E) = ∆. More precisely, π(E) ∩ ∆ = {−1, 1}. The complement of E on the Riemann surface R(f ) (which contains the point z = ∞ (0) ) is the Stahl domain D 0 (the zero sheet). The open set D 1 \ D 0 is the first sheet (in our setting, this set is connected, and hence, is a domain). But this is not always the case -corresponding examples can be constructed for a slightly more general class of functions than the class Z (∆) (see Example 4 below).
Example 3. In this example, f ∈ Z (∆) is such that we again have p = 4 in representation (3.2), the four points a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 are such that there is again no symmetry about the real line. Besides, α j ∈ {−1/2, 1/2} (the condition 4 j=1 α j = 0 is retained). So, f has branch points of order 2 only. Geometrically, the four points a j were chosen so that the projection π(F) of the S-compact set F consists of two disjoint arcs. In Fig. 3 , the dark (blue, red, and black) points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I Q n,0 , Q n,1 and Q n,2 , which simulate the projection π(F) of the compact set F. The complement of F (which contains the point z = ∞ (0) ) is the Stahl domain D 1 on the Riemann surface R(f ). The light blue points represent the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I, which simulate the second S-compact set E. In the case under consideration, π(E) = ∆. More precisely, π(E) ∩ ∆ = {−1, 1}. The complement of E on the Riemann surface R(f ) (which contains the point z = ∞ (0) ) is the Stahl domain D 0 (the zero sheet). The open set D 1 \ D 0 is the first sheet (in our case, this set is connected, and hence, a domain).
Example 4. In this example, a more general class of multivalued analytic functions than the class Z (∆) is considered. Namely, instead of one closed interval ∆ = [−1, 1], we consider two disjoint real closed intervals ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 and the corresponding two inverses of the Joukowsky function ϕ ∆ 1 (z) and ϕ ∆ 2 (z). In this case, the multivalued function f has the form
where, as before, it is assumed that the quantities A j are pairwise disjoint, |A j | > 1, and the corresponding quantities a j , ϕ ∆ 1 (a j ) = A j , are such that a j / ∈ (∆ 1 ∪ ∆ 2 ). Similar assumptions are made about the quantities B k . Moreover, it is assumed that a j = b k for all j and that the points a j , b k and the exponents α j , β k are such that geometrically the problem is symmetric about the real line. In this case, the results of [24] can be applied (the results of [32] are inapplicable, because this paper deals only with the class Z (∆). Under these conditions, the S-compact set F should be such that the compact set π(F) is symmetric about the real line, while the second S-compact set E should be such that π(E) = ∆ 1 ∪ ∆ 2 . This is fully confirmed by numerical results. In Fig. 4 , the dark (blue, red, and black) points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I Q n,0 , Q n,1 and Q n,2 , which simulate the compact set π(F). The complement of F (which contains the point z = ∞ (0) ) is the Stahl domain D 1 on the Riemann surface R(f ). The light blue points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II q 2n , which simulate the compact set π(E). In this case, π(E) = ∆ 1 ∪ ∆ 2 . The complement of E on the Riemann surface R(f ) (which contains the point z = ∞ (0) ) is the Stahl domain D 0 (the zero sheet). The open set D 1 \ D 0 is the first sheet (in this case, this set is disconnected, and hence is not a domain). The open set C \ π(F) consists of two domains, and hence, is not a domain. Numerical calculations have been performed with p = 2, A 1 = A 2 / ∈ R and q = 3, (3.16) . The number of Chebotarev points of zero density is five.
It should be noted that in all above Examples 1-4 the compact set π(F) is disjoint from the compact set π(E) and from the closed interval ∆. This is a certain heuristic principle, which always holds in the function class Z (∆) (and even in the more general function class of the form (3.16)). where β E (µ) is the balayage of the measure µ from the domain D to E and τ E is the Chebyshev measure of the interval E. Here p = 3, A 1 ∈ R, A 2 = A 3 / ∈ R, α 1 = −2/3, α 2 = α 3 = 1/3 in representation (3.2). The dark (blue, red, and black) points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I Q 350,0 , Q 350,1 and Q 350,2 , which simulate the compact set π(F). The arrangement of these points resembles the Chebotarev compact set of minimal capacity for three points (which is depicted after the change z → 1/z). The extremal property of our compact set F is related to the point z = ∞ (0) , which lies on the zero sheet of the Riemann surface R(f ). The zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomial of type II q 100 (light blue points) simulate the second compact set π(E). Since the initial data are symmetric about the real line, we have here π(E) = [−1, 1]. However, this is not so in the general case, as we shall see from Figs. 2 and 3. . These points simulate the compact set π(F). The compact set π(F) is an analogue of the classical Chebotarev continuum for 4 points. In addition to four branch points, it also contains two Chebotarev points of zero density. The light blue points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type II q 100 , which simulate the second compact set π(E). In this case, π(E) ∩ ∆ = {−1, 1}. 2) we take p = 4. The four points a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 are such that there is again no symmetry about the real line. Besides, α j ∈ {−1/2, 1/2} (the condition 4 j=1 α j = 0 is retained). So, f has branch points of order 2 only. Geometrically, the four points a j were chosen so that the compact set π(F) consists of two disjoint arcs. The dark (blue, red, and black) points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I Q 150,0 , Q 150,1 and Q 150,2 ; these points simulate the compact set π(F). The light blue points represent the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomial of type II q 200 , which simulate the compact set π(E). In this case, π(E) ∩ ∆ = {−1, 1}. In this numerical example, the class of multivalued analytic functions defined by representation (3.16) is considered. We consider two disjoint real closed intervals ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 and the corresponding two inverses of the Joukowsky function ϕ ∆ 1 (z) and ϕ ∆ 2 (z). It is assumed that the points a j , b k and the exponents α j , β k are such that geometrically the problem is symmetric about the real line. In this case, the compact set π(F) should be symmetric about the real line, and the second compact set is π(E) = ∆ 1 ∪ ∆ 2 . This is fully confirmed by numerical results. The dark (blue, red, and black) points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomials of type I Q 350,0 , Q 350,1 and Q 350,2 , which simulate the compact set π(F). The light blue points are the zeros of the Hermite-Padé polynomial of type II q 100 , which simulate the compact set π(E). Numerical calculations have been performed with p = 2, A 1 = A 2 / ∈ R and q = 3, (3.16) . The number of Chebotarev points of zero density is five; this number agrees with that of the branch points that differ from the points z = ±1.
Appendix
B 1 = B 2 / ∈ R, B 3 ∈ R in
